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By SARAH RAMIREZ

Most luxury real estate agents expect "The Great Migration" to continue into 2022, according to global real estate
membership platform Realm.

Per Realm's 2022 Economic Forecast Survey, nearly 85 percent of respondents believe high-net-worth clients will
continue diversifying their real estate portfolios by purchasing larger properties with outdoor amenities. Members
expect inventory issues to continue, however, pushing up prices.

"The great lifestyle migration is continuing to evolve," said Julie Faupel, founder/CEO of Realm.

New year, new expectations?
Luxury real estate had a banner year in 2021, with the U.S. seeing record high prices and sales activity. Almost 80
percent of Realm members surpassed their 2020 sales figures across a wide range of markets, including Atlanta,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago and Napa Valley.

"With such scarcity in so many markets, top real estate professionals need access to deeper insight and listings
ahead of their competitors," Ms. Faupel said. "Through 2021, the majority of our membership has achieved record-
breaking results for their clients and professionally because through Realm they have access to these deeper insights
and tools to serve their luxury clients that clearly differentiates them from other real estate professionals."
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Within individual markets, brokers and agents expect different factors to drive luxury home sales.

More than seven in 10 respondents cite increased demand for second homes as the top sales driver in their
individual market. This was followed by relocation and the rise of millennial buyers.

Two-thirds of members expect sales prices to climb "a little" this coming year, while 17 percent believe house prices
will remain stable. Another 16 percent predict that prices will rise a lot.

There is more consensus among members about what to expect regarding interest rates. Ninety-two percent think
rates will "rise a little," in line with other forecasts that the Federal Reserve will raise rates several times this year.

One important holdover from 2021 will be inventory constraints.

Forty-five percent of respondents think inventory will remain about the same in 2022 as last year. The remainder is
nearly equally split between more inventory and less inventory on the market, at 28 and 27 percent, respectively.

Despite supply stressors, luxury and ultra-luxury buyers will continue seeking five-star amenities, from outdoor
chef's kitchens and saunas to home theaters and waterfront views. Sustainable features are also top-of-mind amid
growing concerns about climate change.

Great Migration continues
While The Great Migration took hold in the early days of COVID-19, continuing a pre-pandemic trend (see story), the
shift towards suburban markets does not mean cities are no longer desirable for luxury homebuyers.

Real estate prices in Manhattan climbed during the fourth quarter of 2021, with closings up 77 percent year-over-year,
according to real estate brokerage Serhant.

Manhattan saw 3,380 closings in Q4, with an average sales price of $1.9 million up 4.7 percent y-o-y. This is an
indication of sustained momentum, as the market's real estate sales began rebounding in late 2020 (see story).

According to Coldwell Banker, other cities in the U.S. are also seeing a resurgence in luxury homeowners, or "urban
repatriates," as luxury attached properties have seen values rise an average of 14 percent as sales climb.

Per Wealth-X, there are more than 1.6 million "downtown core" properties across 184 U.S. cities owned by HNWI.
Year-to-date, sales of homes priced between $1 million and $5 million, as well as those above $5 million, are up in
the key luxury markets of New York, Los Angeles and Miami (see story).

"While demand is not slowing down in destination markets and supply continues to diminish, luxury buyers are
returning to urban environments and finding ways to incorporate their lifestyle needs into those properties," Ms.
Faupel said. "They are seeking bigger abodes, like penthouses, with multiple rooms and outdoor space.

"Buildings and projects with amenities that cater to the lifestyle shift that we've seen over the past 24-months are in
high demand and quickly disappearing from the market."
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